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A Microchip insider tells all on the newest, most powerful PICs ever! 

	FREE CD-ROM includes source code in C, the Microchip C30 compiler, and MPLAB SIM software

	Includes handy checklists to help readers perform the most common programming and debugging tasks

The new 16-bit PIC24 chip provides embedded programmers with more speed, more memory, and more peripherals than ever before, creating the potential for more powerful cutting-edge PIC designs. This book teaches readers everything they need to know about these chips: how to program them, how to test them, and how to debug them, in order to take full advantage of the capabilities of the new PIC24 microcontroller architecture.

Author Lucio Di Jasio, a PIC expert at Microchip, offers unique insight into this revolutionary technology, guiding the reader step-by-step from 16-bit architecture basics, through even the most sophisticated programming scenarios. This books common-sense, practical, hands-on approach begins simply and builds up to more challenging exercises, using proven C programming techniques. Experienced PIC users and newcomers to the field alike will benefit from the texts many thorough examples, which demonstrate how to nimbly side-step common obstacles, solve real-world design problems efficiently, and optimize code for all the new PIC24 features. 

You will learn about:
 basic timing and I/O operations, 
 multitasking using the PIC24 interrupts, 
 all the new hardware peripherals 
 how to control LCD displays, 
 generating audio and video signals, 
 accessing mass-storage media, 
 how to share files on a mass-storage device with a PC, 
 experimenting with the Explorer 16 demo board, debugging methods with MPLAB-SIM and ICD2 tools, and more!
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The Seventh Function of Language: A NovelFarrar, Straus and Giroux, 2017

	From the prizewinning author of HHhH, “the most insolent novel of the year” (L’Express) is a romp through the French intelligentsia of the twentieth century.


	Paris, 1980. The literary critic Roland Barthes diesâ€•struck by a laundry vanâ€•after lunch with the presidential...
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Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows: Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
If you're like many users, you may have a digital camera, plenty of snapshots, and a copy of Photoshop Elements, Adobe's consumer-level image editing software. But as anyone who's just come back from vacation with hundreds of digital photos knows, getting all those photos printed and organized is another matter altogether. Many...
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THE Java(TM) Programming Language, Fourth EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of the Java™ programming language, the  completely revised fourth edition of The Java™ Programming Language is an  indispensable resource for novice and advanced programmers alike.

Developers around the...
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Fluorine in Medicinal Chemistry and Chemical BiologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The extraordinary potential of fluorine-containing molecules in medicinal chemistry and chemical biology has been recognized by researchers outside of the traditional fluorine chemistry field, and thus a new wave of fluorine chemistry is rapidly expanding its biomedical frontiers. With several of the best selling drugs in the world crucially...
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Getting Started with Python: Understand key data structures and use Python in object-oriented programmingPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Harness the power of Python objects and data structures to implement algorithms for analyzing your data and efficiently extracting information

	
		Key Features

		
			Turn your designs into working software by learning the Python syntax
	
			Write robust code with a solid understanding of...
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Professional Plone 4 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	I suspect Martin plied me to write this foreword while out one evening during the 2010 Plone Conference in Bristol. Full from an excellent dinner and even better conversation, beer in hand, who could say no?


	I've long envied Martin's ability to write. Text and code flow from his fingers at a rate that I can't even begin...
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